
Delphin Bomb stainless steel leader with 
swivel and snap

Delphin

Product number: DLP-BSV

Leader of a spinning series BOMB Designed by 
Delphin is created by knitting of 49 stainless steel 
fibres.

from 1,49 € * 1,49 €

Get the ultimate fishing experience with the Dolphin Bomb steel leader, equipped with swivel and carabiner! 
This leader is not just a simple fishing accessory, but a sophisticated combination of technology and design, 
designed for maximum comfort and efficiency when fishing.

The Delphin Bomb steel leader is made of 49 fine steel wires, which gives it an incredible softness and at the 
same time an impressive resistance. Its handling is so pleasant and easy that it makes fishing a pure pleasure. 
But don't let its softness fool you! It can withstand even the sharpest teeth and most difficult obstacles, 
making it the ideal companion for all fishing adventures.

Its special material composition allows you to present your bait at the highest level to even the most cautious 
predators. This means you will no longer miss out on a catch due to an improperly placed bait position. With 
the Delphin Bomb steel leader you are always ready for the big catch!

On one side of the BOMB! leader is a swivel and on the other side a carabiner, both firmly placed in a 
heavily knitted loop. This smart design makes changing your fishing assemblies quick and easy and provides 
the flexibility you need to respond to any fishing situation.

Each pack contains two pieces of this durable leader, so you'll always have a backup at the ready. Always be 
ready for your next big fishing adventure.

The Dolphin Bomb steel leader with swivel and carabiner offers the perfect combination of comfort, 
efficiency and durability. If you're looking for the perfect fishing accessory, look no further. With the 
Delphin Bomb steel leader, every fishing experience will be an unforgettable one!

15cm/5kg - swivel # 14, snap rig # 000
20cm/7kg - swivel # 12, snap rig # 00



30cm/9kg - swivel # 8, snap rig # 0
35cm/11kg - swivel # 6, snap rig # 1
40cm/14kg - swivel # 5, snap rig # 2

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

